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Doggy Digging 

Digging is a normal behavior for most dogs, but it can cause 
quite the headache when you look out into your otherwise  
manicured lawn and spot your dog’s handy work. Dogs dig for 
many reasons: out of boredom, as an attempt to escape, when 
seeking prey, to gain attention, and to keep cool/warm.  
 
So, you asked Rover “Why all the digging?” and he just won’t 
come clean. What can you do to solve the problem? First, try to 
gain an understanding of why he’s digging in the first place. If 
he lacks regular exercise, is left alone in the yard for long      
periods, or simply doesn’t have any other outlet for his energy, 
it could be that Rover is digging out of boredom. Take him for 
long walks, play catch with him in the yard, keep interesting 
and fun toys in the yard ~ expand his world and increase his 
‘people time.’ Keep Rover active and he’ll be too tired to dig! 
 
If Rover is a hunter by nature, he may be digging in an attempt 
to find and catch small prey. This is typically the case if you 
notice him digging primarily in the roots of trees or shrubs, or 
in very specific areas. If this is the case, you may opt to treat 
your lawn for insects and vermin, but do so with a non-toxic 
solution to prevent harm to your own furry friend.  
 
Some dogs are content within the confines of a fenced yard, 
while other believe the grass is greener on the outside. Perhaps 
Rover spotted a squirrel in the neighbor’s yard, wants to        
introduce himself to the Poodle down the street. He may dig in 
an attempt to escape his protected area and roam free. You can 
reinforce your fence line by burying chicken wire one to two 
feet below ground, or by placing large rocks – partially buried –
around the perimeter.  
 
During warmer months, many dogs dig is for comfort and  
coolness. When it’s hot out, many dogs like to dig a hole and 
lie in the cool dirt. Offer Rover other options for keeping his 
cool ~ perhaps a kiddie pool or a sprinkler. And make certain 
he has plenty of clean drinking water. Remember, if it’s uncom-
fortably hot out for you, chances are Rover is uncomfortable, 
too. Bring him inside. Of course, the same hold true if it’s cold 
out, as Rover may be digging to seek warmth.  
 
Regardless of his reason, never punish your dog for digging  
after the fact; he simply won’t understand what he did wrong. 
Rather, try some of the tips above and, if the problem still    
persists, consider behavioral training.  

Tips to Make a Pet 

Parent’s Life a Little 

Easier 

 Use pillow cases to 

cover your small pet’s 

bed, making it easy to 

slip off and wash. 

 Does your pet eat too 

fast? Spread out his 

food in a muffin tin to 

slow him down. 

 Spread doggy tooth-

paste on your dog’s 

favorite chew toy for 

self-brushing. 

 Use baby powder to 

loosen mats in your 

pet’s fur to allow   

easier brushing. 

 Take an empty plastic 

bottle, stick in an old 

sock and tie the end. 

Instant crinkle toy on 

the cheap! 
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Tennessee Law That Aids 

Pets Takes Effect 

Have you ever seen a poor pup 

panting and alone in a hot car and 

wished there was some way you 

could help him? Now in the State 

of Tennessee, the Samaritan Law, 

which once referred to children 

only, has been extended to saving 

the lives of pets as well.  

If you see a pet in a hot car and 

smash the windows or pick the 

locks to save him, the Samaritan 

Law will now protect you from 

lawsuits that may arise as a result 

of your actions. Keep in mind,  

before you go busting any       

windows, first make sure the    

vehicle is indeed locked and the 

animal is in real, immediate    

danger. Also, be sure to notify the 

police, making them aware of the 

situation and what you plan to do. 

Did You Know…? 

      A group of Pugs is called 

a Grumble. How appropriate! 

      A frightened cat can run 

at speeds of up to 31 mph, 

slightly faster than a human 

sprinter. 

      Dogs are capable of     

understanding up to 250 

words and gestures, can 

count up to five, and can  

perform simple mathematical 

calculations. The average 

dog is as intelligent as a two-

year-old child! 

      Pro golfer Tiger Woods 

stuttered as a child and 

would to talk to his dog until 

he fell asleep in an effort to 

cure his stutter. 

      A large majority of white 

cats with blue eyes are deaf. 

White cats with only one 

blue eye are deaf only in the 

ear closest to the blue eye. 

       Goldfish do not have 

stomachs. Different parts of 

their intestines do the job of 

breaking down food and    

absorbing nutrients. 

      Spiked dog collars were 

invented in ancient Greece 

and were originally designed 

to protect dogs throats from 

wolf attacks. 

      Neutering a cat extends 

its life span by 2 - 3 years. 

Don’t Diss Your Dog! 

A recent study from the University of California discovered 

dogs experience the feeling of jealousy. The canine subjects 

of the study were videotaped with their pet parents ignored 

them and either interacted with a stuffed dog that could bark 

and wag its tail, interacted with a novel object (like a    

bucket), or read a children’s book aloud.  

The results showed dogs displayed jealousy (snapping,    

getting between the pet parent and the object) when owners 

showed affection to the stuffed dog, but not when they 

showed affection to non-social objects. So all those times 

you joked about your dog being jealous when you play with 

another dog, or even another person, you were actually right 

on! Dogs feel a “diss” just like humans do! 

The majority of shelters 

are filled with mixed 

breed dogs who deserve 

a chance! 
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and cats 

17. Common term for amputating a dog’s tail 

18. Most popular type of pet snake 

20. Dogs’ noses secrete a thin layer of mucous that 
helps them absorb this 

22. Popular Easter plant that is poisonous to cats 

24. This popular reptile pet can grow to 4 - 6 feet in 
length and weigh 10 - 15 lbs. 

ACROSS 

6. The largest domesticated 
cat breed 

8. Dogs sweat through their 
____ 

9. Cats are unable to detect 
_____ in anything they taste 

10. Famous cartoon cat from 
the late 50s (3 words) 

11. Cats greet each other by 
rubbing their _____ together 

13. A cat spends nearly 30% 
of her time doing this 

15. This common fruit can 
cause kidney failure in dogs  

DOWN 

1. Most popular dog breed (2 words) 

2. A small house pet whose name, in 
Latin, means “little thief” 

3. This pet rodent has poor eyesight, 
is nearsighted and color blind 

4. The only barkless dog breed 

5. Hollywood’s first dog star (3 
words) 

7. Dog breed with a water resistant 
coat and webbed feet 

12. The fish most commonly kept in 
an aquarium 

14. Known as the “tailless” cat 

16. “The Dog Whisperer” Cesar 
_______ 

19. This veggie can break down a 
cat’s red blood cells, causing anemia 

20. Cats do this for approx. 16 hours 
per day 

21. Name of the dog on the Cracker 
Jacks box 

23. Chewing can provide your dog 
stimulation and help relieve ______ 
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Feline Woes 

Does your kitty have   

potty accidents? Does he 

sometimes do his doo 

inside your tub rather 

than in his litterbox? 

This is a common and 

very frustrating problem 

for many kitty keepers. 

Many think this kind of 

behavior indicates a cat 

who is simply being 

mean or vindictive. 

Wrong! If your cat is 

soiling outside of his  

litter box, he is trying to 

tell you something is 

wrong. It may be an    

illness, a sense of being 

threatened, a dislike of 

the litter box itself, or 

something else that is on 

his mind. Don’t get     

angry! Get help. Seek 

advice from your vet  

immediately. 

Walking is a Must for Dogs! 

Dogs need to walk and explore. It’s 

in their nature. In the wild, packs 

of dogs walk to find food. The    

Alpha Dog leads the way, and the 

lower pack mates dutifully follow. 

For your dog, walking fulfills a       

migration instinct.  

Life gets busy, and time is at a  

premium these days. Let us help 

you give your dog what he needs. 

Call today to schedule daily walks. 

Your dog will thank you for it! 

Common Vaccination Myth 

"My cat lives inside and I don’t bring my dog to dog parks, 

so they don't need shots." 

FACT: Many common diseases spread without direct animal 

contact. Feline distemper, also known as panleukopenia, is a 

highly contagious virus (it can live for up to two years on almost 

any surface), and can easily find a way into your home. If a 

friend's cat with panleukopenia rubs up on you, you can infect 

your own cat. Dogs can get canine distemper simply by inhaling 

it, so if your dog sniffs the wrong urine, or another dog sneezes 

near him on a walk, he can contract it. Don’t put your pets at 

risk! Give ‘em their best shots! 

http://www.womansday.com/life/pet-care/a3777/5-common-pet-health-problems-for-puppies-77185/

